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Real-time highly accurate face alignment using a three-stage convolutional neural regression networks
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R

ecently, many face alignment methods using convolutional neural networks (CNN) have been introduced due to their
high accuracies. However, they do not show real-time processing due to their high computational costs. In this paper, we
propose a three-stage convolutional neural regression network (CNRN) to achieve a highly accurate face alignment in the
real-time. The first stage consists of one CNRN that maps the facial image into the center positions of seven facial parts such
as eyes, nose, mouth, etc. We obtain 68 local facial patches by aligning the center positions of seven facial parts onto the mean
shape. The second stage consists of seven independent CNRNs, where each CNRN maps the local facial patches within its
facial part into their displacements of x and y direction to reach the target positions. We obtain the fitted whole facial features
and make a warped facial image from them. The third stage consists of one CNRN that maps the warped facial image into the
appearance error. We repeat the second and third stage until the appearance error becomes small. The proposed method is fast
because it trains first the facial parts and then facial features within the facial part like a coarse to fine fitting and each CNRN is
relatively simple. The proposed method is highly accurate because it trains the facial features iteratively by performing the local
regression on the facial features and the global regression on the warped appearance image. In the experiments, the proposed
method will yield more accurate and stable face alignment or tracking under heavy occlusion and large pose variation than the
existing the state of the art methods and run in the real-time.
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